HOW TO MAKE A MICROPOND
THINGS YOU’LL NEED:
Sieve
A new bucket
A vivid marker
Hose (optional)
Water (Rain water if possible)
Clear glass pouring jug
A spoon
Chopsticks
A table/location to stand pond on near a window/electricity source
Glass fruit bowl x 2
Lamp
Seachem Flourish Excel Plant Supplement 100ml
Substrate - Seachem Flourite 3.5kg
Gratiola sexdentata (Gratiola)
Bacopa Monnieri
Scarlet Leaf
Lilaeopsis
Moneywort
Caladium 'Stardust'
Water Rose
Hygrophilia
Ambulia
(OR plants of your personal choice)
METHOD:
1. Gather the soil-based aquarium substrate. It helps keep the water clear, and looks more like
dark ornamental pebbles than grim pond mud.

2. Rinse the substrate in a sieve with a new bucket a couple of times until the water runs clear to
remove any fine dust and other particles.

3. Purchase a bucket and label it (using vivid) for aquarium use only. Aquarium buckets should
never have soap in them.
4. Place a large clean sieve, at least 6 inches across, over the bucket. Fill the sieve half full of
gravel. Pour water over the gravel in the sieve, while gently shaking it. You can either use a
pouring jug or for a more rigorous clean – a hose works too! Rinsing the gravel over the bucket
rather than over a drain, allows gravel that slips through the sieve to be caught instead of
going down the drain. Continue pouring water over the gravel until the water runs clear.
Several washings are usually required. Once the water runs clear, the gravel is ready to be
used. It may be placed directly into the tank or in a clean bucket or container. Repeat steps
three through five until you have washed enough gravel to fill the aquarium three inches deep.

TIPS
A rule of thumb for the amount of gravel to use is one pound of gravel per each gallon of water.
Old buckets may be used if they are thoroughly cleaned with bleach, rinsed well, and allowed to air
dry.

5. Place cleaned substrate into the bowl. You want your substrate layer to be roughly 4-5cm
(depending on the size of your bowl).

6. Select and purchase what plants you would like to use. Because the bowl is small, you need to
choose plants carefully. It is important that the leaf size is in good balance with the size of the
tank—large leaves will simply look cramped and out of place in a nano. You also want to avoid
plants that grow so vigorously that you need to trim them every few days to prevent them from
overflowing the tank. This still leaves you many choices, however! Dwarf oxygenating
aquarium plants (no more than 10cm high) help keep the water clear and add more visual
interest.

7. Wash the plants and your hands to get rid of any dirt and then on your work bench, lay out
your chosen plants in a rough design that works. Place the plants in your intended design,
inside the bowl – digging small wells in the substrate for each plant.
8. Slowly pour water into the bowl. Whenever possible, use rainwater. Tap water contains too
many chemicals to be good for a pond. Dust can be minimized by filling aquarium slowly and
dispersing water so that the Flourite bed is not disturbed. Slight initial cloudiness is normal and
will clear rapidly (2–12 hours).

9. All you need to do now is add a light. An ultra energy-efficient LED bulb can be popped into a
standard desk lamp. These require far less energy than normal bulbs and produce very little
heat.

TIPS
Make sure your workspace is nearby the micropond’s final location (save any spills of water when
transporting your finished micro pond).
It’s also handy if it is near a window so depending on how much light your plants need you can
expose to more/less sun.
It’s also handy if it is near a powerpoint (to plug in a lamp).
Lastly it is probably wise to have it raised on some sort of table where the risk of having it knocked
over is small.
Put your container into your chosen place while it’s empty. Once it’s full of water, it will be difficult to
move!
Ideally, you’ll put it somewhere that gets a good amount of light, but isn't in full sunlight all day.
The correct balance of weed/plants self-cleans the water to stop it from going murky.
If you have used a substrate with good nutritional value, you may not need to supplement much for
many months.
Carpet plants are smaller and tend to spread out rather than grow tall. They provide an attractive
green carpet for your aquarium.
Just be very careful to only use plants that won't grow too large for such a small space.

MAINTENANCE
Add a drop of aquarium plant fertiliser once every couple of weeks in the spring and summer.
can fit on any desktop.
A net is still very useful for skimming plant debris from the surface after pruning.
Water changes are easy. Simply dip water out with a cup.
Remember to do water changes regularly. Try to change 50 percent of the water weekly.
If your micro-pond is open-topped, you will need to top up the water in between changes too. You will
find that quite a bit evaporates.

